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BALANCETIME 
Discover Meditation courses 
 
Why consider a meditation course:  

 

Whether it is trouble sleeping, high (or low) blood pressure,  

difficulty staying motivated, managing anger and searching 

for happiness - stress, anxiety and depression cause each of 

us an average of 20 days a year off work – and even more in 

terms of loss productivity.  What’s worse is they affect our 

health in a range of ways that can aggravate the problem. 

 

Meditation and mindfulness have both been scientifically been proven to reduce stress, anxiety and 

depression and the host of symptoms that these trigger in the body. 

 

Learning meditation helps your mind (and body) find calm and balance in the same way as a regular physical 

exercise regime helps your body (and mind) find improved health and fitness.   

 

Just like physical exercise, long-term results are not instant (although you 

will generally experience an immediate relaxation response – which makes 

both the short and long term gains worth-while).  Our courses help you tap 

into the longer term benefits by helping you to build a regular mindfulness 

meditation programme into your life. 

 

 

Who are the courses for: 

Suitable for those who are new to meditation as well as helping those 

with some experience deepen their understanding and knowledge.  

 

What to expect: 

 

Individual learning within a small group setting:  Our group size is limited to a maximum of ten people to 

help you to ensure you have your own individual meditation experience and a chance to ask questions as 

well as learning specific techniques.  

 

You are supported with hand outs and advice to help you start a regular practice.  This includes access to 

your meditation tutor outside classes through email, Facebook group discussion and limited one-to-one 

follow up.  Some of the classes are open so that people can choose to drop in alongside a regular study group 

(perhaps where they have missed a class from a previous course or just want to refresh a particular 

technique).  Some of the classes are closed so that only a specific group follows the course for the 5 week 

programme – this means you can get to know your study group – which can be useful for shared learning.  
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What do the courses cover? 

 

We aim to offer a balanced approach to meditation – showing you 

not just one technique but at least ten core techniques over the 5 

week course.  This aims to help you to learn different ways to 

meditate and different approaches to mindfulness.  Some geared to 

specific challenges and some geared to specific objectives.  We 

believe that just like physical exercise – there is more than one way to get fit. Just as some exercises work  

specific muscle groups, meditation can work to help you with specific challenges and blocks. 

 

All our courses include: 

• An introduction to mindfulness – the value of being in the present rather than being caught in 

anxiety about the past or future. 

• Breathing meditations – teaching a range of breathing techniques for calm, stress reduction and that 

can help to overcome sleeping problems. 

• Contemplation meditations – how to use everyday objects and open-eyed meditation techniques to 

help you find calm in the middle of a hectic day. 

• Posture and movement – instead of insisting on a strict posture we show you some of the range of 

different postures you can use in meditation and how these can be used to achieve different 

outcomes. (Some postures are great for energising you – others for helping you to sleep). 

• Sound and silence – an exploration of the role of sound and silence in helping you to meditate. 

• Guided meditation – relax and travel to a place of inner calm and joy through guided meditation. 

• Handouts and mini meditation aids and optional email tips to help you with your daily practice. 

 

Discover Mindfulness Meditation – 90 minute class  

Five week course   Closed Group 

Theale Wellbeing Centre  Tuesday evenings starting 19th September 2017  7.45-9.15pm 

Each 90 minute class allows you to explore and experience at least four meditation and mindfulness 

exercises – with at least 60 minutes of the class in a calm meditative state.  The class allows a chance for 

questions and support with activities you are invited to explore at home in the week in-between classes.  As 

a closed group you get a chance to know your fellow participants and have a small amount of time for 

discussion which can help to unpick challenges you are having with your practice. 

 

19th September: Week 1: Mindfulness Meditation for stress reduction 

26th September: Week 2: Coping with distractions 

3rd October:  Week 3: Relax and refocus on you 

10th October: Week 4: Building compassion to overcome challenges  

17th October: Week 5: Sound or silence – exploration of sound – including chanting, music, drumming and 

silence and their impact on your meditation experience 

 
£95 per person or £20 per class 

Early bird booking before 6 September SAVE £20 £75 per person  
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Discover Mindfulness Meditation - 60 minute class 

Five week course    Open group  

Floating Pont Pangbourne   Thursday evenings starting 14th September 8-9pm 

Each 60 minute class allows you to explore at least three meditation and mindfulness exercises – there is less 

time for questions and discussion and as such these classes are run as open groups – so participants can book 

on just one or two of the five weeks if they cannot attend the full five week programme.  Classes open early 

at 7.45 for a cup of tea and to give participants a chance to air any questions from their previous week. 

 

14th September: Week 1: 60 minute mini break – relaxation and meditation with a holiday theme 

21st September: Week 2: Mindfulness Meditation for stress reduction 

28th September: Week 3: Coping with distractions 

5th October: Week 4: Building compassion to overcome challenges  

12th October: Week 5: Relax and refocus on you 

 

£50 per person   

Early bird booking save £15 if booked before 7th September  £40 per person 

 

Every course participant can opt in to receive daily meditation tips by email or SMS if they would like this 

help with their learning. 

 

One to one/ Two to one options: 

A one (or two-to-one) class or programme can help you to build up experience of techniques that work best 

to you – you don’t need to waste time on exercises that you find uncomfortable (or you may choose to work 

on more challenging exercises to shift bad habits or negative thought patterns).  You can learn in a safe, 

comfortable and confidential environment – where you can ask questions and get answers specific to your 

challenges.   

 

Programmes available: 

• Taster:  90 minute class with 60 minutes of meditation and 30 minutes of discussion time before and 

after the meditation exercises with pauses between a series of at least four exercises.  Cost: £45 

• Five week discover mindfulness meditation programme: A regular 5 week course – of one hour 

sessions to help you to learn how to develop (or deepen) your regular mindfulness meditation 

practice.  £45 per class: £225 for the full programme (up to two people) 

• Five week bespoke programme: A regular 5 week course of 60 minute classes once a week – but 

with tailored lesson plans for you – from your initial taster session you will have discovered 

meditations that you are curious to explore and raised challenges which you’d like to explore.  

Perhaps you have trouble sleeping? Perhaps you need open-eyed meditations you can tap into at 

work or home for moments of peace and calm in the middle of a frantic day.  Perhaps you have a 

health condition and would like to explore how meditation can help relieve pain, decrease stress, 

increase happiness and even help medicines you are taking to work better! £55 per class £275 for 

the full programme.  

• 21 day - daily meditation programme: This programme includes a mix of face to face classes and 

remote classes a week plus exercises to explore on your own on the days you do not have a class 

with Judy.  Starts from £300 – get in touch for full details. 
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